BIO:


Formerly a film and TV executive producer, Aurora Winter is America’s leading expert at empowering people to go From Heartbreak to Happiness®. Aurora is the Founder of the Grief Coach Academy, which is the first coach training school devoted exclusively to training coaches how to coach their clients through grief, and From Heartbreak to Happiness®. Aurora Winter has reached over 1,000,000 people with her message of hope, healing, and happiness. Aurora has been featured in the media, including ABC, Fox, Oprah radio, Coast to Coast, and more.Aurora is a speaker, trainer and author. She is the author of Encouraging Words, The Peace Method® and From Heartbreak to Happiness®. From Heartbreak to Happiness®is Aurora’s intimate diary of healing after her 33-year-old husband died suddenly, leaving her widowed with a 4-year-old son.“I read every page of this beautiful diary — it touched my heart and I’m sure it will impact yours.” Dr. Wayne Dyer, New York Times best-selling author.

“Aurora offers wise tools for appreciating the everyday beauty of living.” Rev. Dr. Michael Beckwith, founder of Agape, featured in the movie “The Secret”

“As Thornton Wilder wrote, “In love’s service only the wounded soldier can serve.” I admire Aurora and her work because she is living the sermon and has turned a curse into a blessing by helping others to heal. She is a native who has learned the lessons of life and now passes them on to the tourists so they do not have to become strong at the broken places but can gain strength from her wisdom and experience.” Dr. Bernie Siegel, author “Love, Medicine & Miracles”

“It just takes time” is a harmful myth. TIME magazine reported that it typically takes 5 – 8 years to recover from a heartbreaking loss.

Aurora’s vision is to change this statistic by training a team of From Heartbreak to Happiness® certified coaches. These coaches will be empowered to coach the 50,000,000 heartbroken people in the US – and give them back years of joyful, meaningful life.

_______________________________________________________________

OFFER NAME:

How to Go From Heartbreak to Happiness®

_______________________________________________________________

PRODUCTS:



ITEM #1

From Heartbreak to HappinessⓇ audio book (physical product - 100 have been shipped and received)

 - brand new - never been offered to the public before - Read by the author - book has been endorsed by Dr. Wayne Dyer, Rev. Dr. Michael Beckwith, Dr. Bernie Siegel... and Lisa Garr! It has transformed people’s lives, inspiring and uplifting listeners:
	•	Shows you the path of healing, and that you’re not alone
	•	Great gift for someone you care about
	•	Wayne Dyer said, “I read every page of this beautiful diary -- it touched my heart & I knows it will impact yours”

I read every page of this beautiful diary—it touched my heart 
and I know it will impact yours. 
Dr. Wayne Dyer, New York Times best-selling author, Your 
Sacred Self, The Power of Intention
As you read about her journey of recovery, hope, and happiness, 
you will find yourself recovering hope and happiness, too.

Awareness Magazine 


I LOVE IT! It is soft and furious and charming and passionate 
and heartbroken and angry and joyful—and grateful. 
Sherry Suib Cohen, award-winning author of 19 books, 
former editor of McCall’s and New Woman Magazine
I read it cover to cover in one day. I couldn’t put it down. It gave 
me more valuable insight into healing and the human spirit than 
all my other textbooks combined.
Kelly Murphy, President, Student Body, Southern California 
University of Health Sciences
Read this love story, and feel uplifted.

Mark Victor Hansen, best-selling author, co-creator Chicken 
Soup for the Soul series


Aurora’s story inspires us to find the healing in the pain, the gift 
in the grief, the love on the other side of sadness. 
Paul Ferrini, best-selling author, Love Without Conditions
Powerful, inspiring, and enormously helpful, From Heartbreak 
to Happiness is an incredible contribution. No other book 
provides such a valuable timeline of grieving and healing. This 
is a wonderful gift for people who are dealing with loss, whether 
old or new.

Dr. L. Sprague, author and psychotherapist


Sometimes I wish I could be a secret book-elf, and sneak into 
people’s homes and offices and leave special books. If I could, 
I’d put a copy of From Heartbreak To Happiness into the home 
of every person struggling with loss and into the office of every 
mental health professional in America. 

John James, founder, The Grief Recovery Institute, coauthor 
When Children Grieve


From Heartbreak To Happiness is a precious, jarring, riveting, 
touching, hope-filled MASTERPIECE from start to finish! 
Tami Walsh, author, founder www.TeenWisdom.com
From Heartbreak to Happiness reminds us that we live in a 
supportive Universe, where beyond all appearances 
unconditional love is the order of the day.  Aurora offers her 
readers wise tools for appreciating the everyday beauty of 
living. 

Rev. Dr. Michael Bernard Beckwith, author and spiritual 
leader featured in The Secret


(3 CD Set. Retail Value $40.00)

_______________________________________________________________


ITEM #2   

Grief Coaching CD - (physical product - 100 have been shipped and received)

Learn: what to say & not say, myths that keep people stuck, secrets of successful coaches, & how to help yourself and others go "From Heartbreak to HappinessⓇ" more quickly and easily. Learn how to make a difference & make 6 figures helping others as a coach.

Top 10 best & worst things to say to someone who is heartbroken from a divorce, death, breakup, or another heart-breaking situation - never be at a loss for words again!

* 3 steps to helping your friend or coaching client feel better immediately

* How to turn your biggest challenge or adversity into your biggest gift to give the world

* 3 steps to releasing your own heartbreak or grief

* a powerful key to creating a mindset for success

* How many years people typically suffer after a heartbreaking loss, such as death, divorce, or job loss, and ways to dramatically accelerate the journey from heartbreak to happiness

* Coaching versus therapy

* Why the right coaching works to guide people from heartbreak to happiness, and dramatic results experienced by actual clients

* How to make 6 figures while making a real difference coaching your clients through grief & heartbreak

* The fastest-growing coaching niche

* The single most important thing that almost all coaches miss, and how it makes clients loyal for life when you have it

* The shockingly small number of clients you need to make 6 figures ... and the fastest way to get them

* How to set your coaching fees ... and typical coaching fees

* 1 simple secret that can tripled Aurora's income overnight, and how it can triple yours, too

* The single biggest mistake most coaches make, and how to avoid it

* Essential coaching skills every coach -- every caring human being -- needs

* How many millions need coaching from heartbreak to happiness

* Skills you can use to coach or support someone through death, divorce, a breakup, job loss or other heartbreaking losses

* Why Aurora never schedules clients on Mondays or Fridays

* How choosing your coaching niche will catapult your income and impact to the next level

* Myths about coaching

* How to keep your revenue climbing even when you're booked solid

...and more!


(1 CD. Retail Value $20.00)

_______________________________________________________________


ITEM #3

Strategy Coaching Call    personal phone call

Identify your #1 challenge and #1 opportunity in  a 15-minute personal, private strategy coaching call. Get help in creating an action place to break through anything that is sabotaging your success and happiness, and get clarity on your next step in an action plan to create your ideal life.

(Retail Value $100.00 - We will need to send a daily CSV to aurorawinter@gmail.com and she will contact)

_______________________________________________________________

ITEM #4

How to Go From Heartbreak to HappinessⓇ     2 day live event - recorded live - 8 audio Mp3s

Basically a front-row seat so you can listen in to one of Aurora Winter’s events where she goes in depth and teaches her trademarked methods & processes for coaching people From Heartbreak to Happiness® in a fraction of the time that it normally takes.

You will learn: 

• How to make a significant difference 
• Secrets to reclaiming happiness
• Key communication & leadership skills needed for success
• Essential skills to help others go From Heartbreak to HappinessⓇ more quickly and easily using a proven recipe 
• The Peace MethodⓇ - a powerful process for guiding anyone from pain to peace in 5 easy steps 


(Retail Value $1000.00 - equivalent of 8 CDs as Mp3s)

_______________________________________________________________


TOTAL VALUE:   $1160   
OFFERED FOR:   $97

Over 90% Off   (91.7%)

_______________________________________________________________

BONUSES:   

Happiness Coaching Videos (4 x 20 min) - MP4 videos

Learn tools to take charge of your happiness now, including: 

	•	Grief Wheel - How to see in an instant if your life is off balance, and step by step instructions to get your life back in balance in 30 days or less
	•	Daily Productivity Planner – an amazing tool that empowers you to quickly and easily double your happiness, productivity, and clarity in just 30 days

We deliver vid #1 and aurora will send links to the customers for the remaining 3, as they are to be released over time.

_______________________________________________________________

GIFTS:


GIFT #1    

From Heartbreak to Happiness® complete book (PDF)

Are you dealing with a major loss? Lost someone you love through death, divorce, or a breakup? Or lost something you cherish, such as your job? It’s easy to feel that your whole life is shattered. It’s easy to feel alone. It’s easy to despair that you’ll ever be able to pick up the pieces and rebuild your life. I know. When my husband died suddenly at the age of 33, I felt the same way. We were best friends. We were business partners. And we had a four-year-old son.

Now I help people pick up the pieces and rebuild their lives. I help people feel understood, supported, and encouraged. I teach a system called THE PEACE METHOD™  in my coaching programs that will empower you to move through heartbreak quickly. My clients go from heartbreak to happiness. From pain to peace. You can, too. My clients are empowered to fully express their amazing, magnificent selves and create a rewarding life filled with happiness. You can, too. Choose to accelerate your own journey from heartbreak to happiness. Thousands of people have benefited from the healing power of my book. As my gift to you, I’m inviting you to read it for free. I want you to know that you’re not alone, and that healing is a process. 

_______________________________________________________________

FULFILLMENT:



ITEM 1:     	We have received 100 units in our warehouse to ship
ITEM 2:	We have received 100 units in our warehouse to ship
ITEM 3:     	We send Aurora a CSV and she contacts the customer with their call.
ITEM 4:     	item4a-life-a-winter-heartbreak-to-happiness-event.mp3
		item4b-life-a-winter-heartbreak-to-happiness-event.mp3
		item4c-life-a-winter-heartbreak-to-happiness-event.mp3
		item4d-life-a-winter-heartbreak-to-happiness-event.mp3
		item4e-life-a-winter-heartbreak-to-happiness-event.mp3
		item4f-life-a-winter-heartbreak-to-happiness-event.mp3
		item4g-life-a-winter-heartbreak-to-happiness-event.mp3
		item4h-life-a-winter-heartbreak-to-happiness-event.mp3

BONUS 1:   	bonus1-life-a-winter-happiness-coaching-video.mp4 
		OR bonus1-life-a-winter-happiness-coaching-video.mov
		(note… the .mov is a better resolution file. But .mov might not 
		be a good format for PC users… in which case, use the .mp4)

GIFT 1:	gift1-life-a-winter-from-heartbreak-to-happiness-ebook.pdf



Guest’s Name: 					Aurora Winter
Guest’s Contact URL or Email Address:   	aurorawinter@gmail.com   310-455-2575
Digital Download Products Delivered By:   	Us and them. See above for details. We need to send CSV to Aurora directly to fulfill Strategy Coaching Call.
Physical Shipment Products Delivered By:  	Us. 100 books and 100 DVDs have been shipped and received.
Digital Download Gift(s) Delivered By:     	Us. On S3.


